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ABSTRACT

A procedure is described for generating numerical models

of various arrangement of ha.rd spheres packed in a cylindrical

vessel. Calculations of a variety of configurations have been

carried out on a digital computer for two packing models. The

results are compared with measurements of the packing density

in experimental configurations and with other measured proper-

ties of the Packings.
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INTRODUCTION

The nature of randomly packed configurations of hard spheres

is of interest in a number of fields and has been studied for
some time. Experimental measurements of overall packing density
in a container (defined as the ratio of the volume of the spheres

to the total containef volume) have been made a number of times

(I,2,3) and reported in the literature and some measurements of
other properties of the packings have been made (4,2,6'7). The

experiment to measure the overall density is at least conceptu-

ally simple but determination of other properties requires the

use of techniques which are tedious in the extreme. the ulti-
mate experiment must be to measure the pcsition of every sphere

in a configuration since all the other properties of the pack-

ing can be deduced from this. This ultimate experiment Ïras

also been attempted.

I^lith the advent of the high speed ,Cigital computer it has

become possible to attempt to study the problem by numerical

methods, and a number of interesting results (8,9-' 10) have

been obtained. Most of the numerical methods known to the
author have been d.lmamieal in nature anC have followed the

motion of one or more hard spheres at a time. The procedure

has essentially been to try to imitate the way in which an as-

sembly of spheres would be packed in a real physical situation.
This type of procedure has to contend with the difficulty that
the positions (and velocities) of all the spheres in the con-

figuration must be stored in the computer's memory which is
limited and. thus only small configurations can be followed in
detail.
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The technique described in the present report was developed

so as to be able to study large configurations and is feasible
if only the final static configuration is of interest- Thus

in characterizing a particular packing no attention is paid
to the way in which the packing may have been produceC by

pouring, shaking or not shaking, etc.

The technique follows from the observation that any con-

figuration of hard spheres which can be produced by physical

means, shaking, pouring, rolling or squeezing, can be copied

by assembling an equivalent configuration of spheres one at a

time. It is simple to prove this for a configuration of spheres

in a cylinder. Conceptually one knows the position (or can

measure it) of each sphere in the final packing and thus the
spheres can be ordered by their height above the base of the

cylinder. Then theoretically the configuration can be copied

by taking an equal cylinder and sequentially placing the spheres

into the equivalent positions from above in the order determined.

For the purpose of this procedure gravity is "turned off", as

it were, so that each sphere stays in place after insertion.
This insertion in order of height can always be done since
there can be no spheres already placed which get in the \day.

The one sphere at a tj-me copying can certainly be done by

followíng different sequences; to reproduce the configuration
all that is needed is a strategy which will describe where

each sphere is to be placed.

Such a strategy may simply embody a list of the exact
numerical positions of the spheres, so as to copy a particul-ar
configuration, but may be a more general set of rules. Such

a more general strategy might simply be as follows: "Find the
lowest accessible sphere (i.e. one not buried beneath other
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spheres) . place a ne\^/ sphere in contact with this lowest sphere

and in a position as close to the wall as possible- Repeat for

each sphere in turn". It seems reasonable to expect that such

a procedure if followed consistentty would yield a final con-

figuration of a particular class and in fact any configuration

could be made to correspond to the strategy which leads to iLs

construction. A strategy thus essentially describes a packing

model.

The present report gives an account of a procedure by

which such a class of packing configurations can be studied

and gives some results for two such classes-

THE NOMOSS PROGRAI4

so as to be able to generate large configurations of

spheres packed in a consistent fashion, the NOMOSS program

was written. It is convenient at this stage to describe the

logic behind the program as well as its limitations before

going on to describe the results achieved-

The version of the program coded for this study g:enerates

packings in a right circular cylinder, and the only essential

data required to begin the generation is the radius of this

cylinder together with a description of the present status of

an initial configuration of spheres (there need only be one).

The meaning of the word status witl be made more clear presently.

The positions of these initial spheres may be specified by the

user in any ù/ay desired, alternatively they may be specified

as the last status achieved on a previous run and recorded on

magnetic tape. This provides the faciiity to generate a con-

figuration by a succession of computer runs, if convenient, or



since this status
puter run, it also

chine error.

The status of
ly described when

tape will be upCated many times during a com-

provides a means of recovering from a ma-

the configuration at any stage is co'nplete-

the following information is known.

It is necessary to know the number NB of those spheres

present in the cylinder, the positions of which determine di-

rectly the possible positions of the next sphere to be added

to the configuration. Ïf a sphere is completely buried by

other spheres it is clear that the buried sphere is unimportant

and will not directly affect the position of a new sphere-

Buried spheres are thus not counted in computing the number NB'

The coordinates ti (i = I,2 NB) of the centers of the im-

portant spheres must also be stored.

If an extra sphere t'fere allowed to approach the configu-

ration from above it would be in an equilibrium position (sta-

bility or otherwise not specified) if it were to be in ccntact

with three of the important spheres T,2 NB' and the central

coordinates of these three spheres determine completely the

position of the center of the additional sphere in this point

of equilibrium or site. For each possible site ¡r j'r the central

coordj-nates ,: are stored together with the identifying numbers

of the three spheres which determine the position of the site.

special treatment has to be given to those sites determined

by two spheres and the curved wa}l of the cylinder or in the

early stages of generating a configuration by sites determined

partly by the position of the base of the cylinder. The total

number NS of sites is also computed and stored. lrle note that

many pairs of site centers will be closer together than a

sphere diameter. On the other hand a sphere center must not be
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closer than this distance either to another sphere center or

to a site center since the spheres cannot overlap. The last
piece of informatíon necessary to describe the status is a

number NCOTJT{T which for each important sphere gives the number

of sites which the sphere helps to Cetermine. Tt is in fact

this count which enables the decision to be made whether or not
a particular sphere is important. A buried sphere, and hence

an unimportant one, is by definition one which a new sphere can-

not reach; no possible sites for the new sphere can therefore
be determined by the buried one. Important spheres are thus

those which help to determine at least one site.

I{ith the status of a configuration defined, the procedure

followed by the NOMOSS program is quite straightforward. AII

of the information determining the status is in storage and

ímmediately accessible. To continue to generate the configu-

ration it is necessary to add. an additional sphere and the
coordinates of thi s new sphere are selected by a particular

subroutine ("SELECT") wnich also assigns an identification num-

ber to the sphere" The only a priori rules which must be

satisfied by the SELECT routine are that the new sphere shall

not overlap any of the NB important spheres already in the
cylinder, shall not overlap the walls or base of the cylinder
and shall be introduced into the cylinder from above. Differ-
ent packing models ü¡ere studied by coding the SELECT subroutine
to perfor¡n the selection in a manner appropriate to the model.

The presence of the addj-tional sphere means that it and certain

of the important spheres in the neighborhood will between them

determine additional sites which are then computed and added

to the l-ist of sj-tes. The new sphere, however, may overlap
certain of the previously computed sites and these overlapped
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Siteshavetoberemovedfromthelist.Whenasiteisremoved
theidentificationnumbersofthesphereswhichdeterminethat
site are looked up and for these spheres the number NCOUNT of

siteswhichtheydetermineisdecreasedbyone.Asasiteis
addedtothelist,thereverseprocesseshavetobecarried
out. After all these mod'ifications have been made to the site

listandtheappropriatepiecesofbookkeepinghavebeenper-
formedtheNCOUNTarrayfortheimportantballsisscannedto
determine wtrether anY of them trave become buried and can there-

fore be reclassified as unimportant'

At this stage the major loop in the program has essentially

beencompleted.andanydesirededitingoftheconfigurationcan
be performed- The version of the program coded wrote out at'

thispointthecoordinatesofthenewsphere,thetotalnumber-
ofspheresinthecylinderandthepackingdensityachieved
withthislatestsp}rere.sorneadditionaled.itcalculations
\^/ere made and the major loop was restarted by going back to

the 
'ELECT 

routine to choose yet another new sphere'

The program was coded for the I.BM 7094 in a mixture of

FoRTRANIIandFAP.ByusingFAPcodedroutinesitwaspos-
sible to store in one machine word the identification numbers

of the three spheres determíning a site, and when necessary

tounpackt}resethreenumbers.It/henthisisdonettremain
storagerequirementfordataisabout4(NB+NS)wlrereNB
isthenumberofimportantspheresand.NSthenu¡rrberofsites.
Thislimitsthesízeofcylinderswhichcanbehand.ledbythe
program to those with a diameter of not much more than 40

sphere diameters. The speed of the program is sufficient to

loadabout25ospheresperminute,aspeedessentiallyinde-
pendentofthesízeofthecylinder.Theprogramspendsmost
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()f its time in calculation of the coordinates of possible sites

and relatively little time in the bookkeeping operations of

keepingthelistofsitescompact(assitesarerejected),
checkingspherestoseewhethertheyhavebeenburiedandso
on.Thetimetakenincomputingsitepositionsisreducedby
doing preliminary searches to construct for the newly add'ed

sphereashortlistofthoseimportantsphereswhicharelvith.
in two ball diameters distance. This strort list is then scanned

to select possible spheres wtrich could with the new sphere de-

termine ad.ditional sites' Further improvements in the speed

oftheprogramwouldrequireVerycarefulcodingoftherou.
tines which actually compute the sites'

PACKTNG MODELS

Twopackingmodelswereexaminedindetailforthepre.
sentstudy.Forbothofthesemodelstheprocedurefollowed
by the SELECT routine of the NOMOSS code was to choose for

thepositionofthenewspheretobead.dedoneoftheequi.
librium sites whose positions had already been computed' For

t}re first model studied, the random single packing model, a

small circular.region of the surface of important spheres was

chosen at random, the diameter of the subregion being three

balt diameters and the lowest site in the region was chosen

asthepositionofthenewball.Thechoiceofasiteasthe
locally lowest site ensures that the equilibrium for the site

isstableanditwasthoughtthatthemod'elmightreproduce
inSomeaveragesensethoseconfigurationsproducedwhen
spheres are slowly and gently poured into a cylinder and not

shaken down. For the second model studied the selection pro-

cedurewastochoosethepositionofthenewballtobealways
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at the very lowest equilibriurn site. This model called opti-

mum single packing was chosen since it would seem 1ikely to

produce the tightest packing of any model for which ttre new

sphere is placed in an equilibrium site already computed.

The experimental results of scott (3) describe for cylin-

ders of fixed diameter asymptotic densities for packings of

Iarge height. It is important to know whether such a limiting

density exists independently of the way in which the first few

spheres are placed in the cylinder. For both models a number

of runs !üere made with different initial configurations and

the limiting value was found to be independent of the initial

sLate. The results of a pair of such runs are indicated in

Fig. 1 where the curves shown are indicative of the nature of

the results obtained for all cylinders. Each sequence of rec-

tangles envelopes the oscillating curve of the packing density

plotted against the inverse height of the cylinder, the unit

of length being taken as one sphere diameter. Successive points

on the curve are obtained as each ball is added to ttre configu-

ration and the height of the cylinder enclosing it increases'

The random nature of the packings is indicated by the varia-

tion observable in the density which is quite significant even

for the large height used. This random variation is indicated

by the height of the various rectangles. Tl're longer period

variations are caused. by the occurrence of a number of regular

layers of spheres near the plane base of the cylinders, but

this effect does not continue for long. The curves in Fig' 1

represent the growth of confi-gurations generated in a cylinder

of diameter 30 units. (1 unit : sphere diameter) according to

the optimum single packing model. The upper curve v¡as produced

from an initial configuration of two spheres touching one an-
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other and touching the base of the cylinder. This initial
state produces a large region near the base of the cylinder
\^Èrere the packing configuration is the perfect configuration
with a high density to start. The lower curve \^¡as produced

from an initial configuration of approximately 150 spheres

arranged in a loose array on the ba.se of the cylinder and this
produced looser packings initialty. The curves show c1early,

however, that this initial state is not affecting the limit-
ing value of the density as the height tends to infinity and

verifies the belief that a real aslzmptotic density exists. The

curves show also that the problem of estimating this asymptotic

value is not a simple one. Each of the configurations in Fig. 1

ultiinately contained upwards of 20,000 spheres and the asymptotic

density was estimated from a straight line fit to the curve of

density: against inverse height for the last 10,00 spheres added.

Even when such a large number of spheres was used, the limiting
density could barely be estimated to within A -5%-

COMPARISON OF MODELS I^IITH EXPERIMENT

Packing Models
. Using the procedure outlined in the last section tc esti-

mate asymptotic densities, a number of configurations \¡¡ere gene-

rated for each of the single packing models. These \l¡ere gene-

rated in cylinders with diameters ranging from 5.6 to 30 units

and the results obtained are tabulated. in Table I and shown in

Fig. 2 where the densities are plotted for both models against

the inverse diameter of the cylinders. Fitting a straight line

to the plotted points enables an estimate to be made of the

doubly aslzmptotic density in the limit as the diameter of the

cylinders tends to infinity. Plotted in the same figure are
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the experimental curves of scott for the two packings Ïre describes

aslooserando;npackingandcloserandompacking.T}reexistence
of the computed curve for randon single packing with d'ensity

lower than that observed by scott suggests that a certain amount

ofshakingandsettlingmayhaveoccurredevenintheloosest
configurations observed by Scott'

Mostinteresting,however'istherangeofexperimental
configurationswithdensítiesgreaterthanthoseproducedby
the optimum single packing model. Those packings produced by

long shaking indicate that the packing model necessary to re-

producethemwillneedtobemoresophisticatedthanthesingle
packingmodelsexaminedinthepresentstudy.Itseemsthat
itisnecessarytoc}tooseforSomeorallofthespheresadded
totheconfigurationapositionwhichdoesnotcoincidewith
theequilibriumsitesalreadycomputedaspartofthestatus.
For sptreres placeC in such a way to be stable it would be es-

sential for spheres added at a later stage to supply the needed

support. Ït would appear that the two packing models tested

givetheoreticalconfigurationswhichadequatelyimitatethe
looserrandompackingssofarasdensityisconcerned.atleast.
Theymaythusreasonabtybeexpectedtoimitatethepackings
in other \,'ays as welr and a number of other properties of the

theoreticalconfigurations\^¡erecomputed.Wheretheseother
properties do not depend strongly on the packing density the

theoreticalfiguresmaybeexpectedtobeadequateforthe
closer Packings as well'
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Statistical Aspects of the Configurations

The problem of estimating the asymptotic packing density

from the densities of cylinders of finite height has been men-

tioned earlier. As spheres are adCed sequentiatly to the

cylinder by the NoMoSS program, the density of the packing

is computed and stored. liThen M spheres are in the cylinder

the density P, of the packing is then given by the expression:

o:=.M

where D is the diameter and h, the height of the packing in

the cylinder, both measured in units of a sphere diameter.

TheheíghthMwillbeoneunitmorethanthedifferencebe-
tweentheheightsofthehighestandlowestspheres.

ÏfanasymptoticdensityP-existsandhasbeenreached
at this point the addition of a further N-M balls will in-

(1)

(2)

The densitY at this Point will be

o=o+'N '@

with equations (f) and (2) implies that

cx (3)
h*

crease the height of the packing by (hN-hM) where

2
'æ ¿

3D

2N'-' ='N lo2h*

which combined

N-M
h*-ht

where

o, = hM (o*-o-)

-tr-
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and is thus indePendent of N'

It is therefore to be expected tÏìat when g* i" plotted

againstl/hNtheresultingcurveshouldbegs5gn¡iallylinear
for large values of N' Because of the variability present in

the configurations' hourever' such a curve has superimposed on

it the random fluctuations which are enveloped by the rectangles

d.rawninFig.l.Thisfluctuatingcurveisfoundtobewell
described for large N by equation (3) provided cl is interpreted

as a random variate with mean equal to the value quoted in

equation4.Forthecylindricalconfigurationsstudied,cr,
appearstobedistributednormallywithVarianceapproximately

) 
'- 

---'-'t-tt" o can thus be sslirnated by a least
o.ol/o¿. The Parameters f-

squares fit of equation (3) to the observed points on ttre

curve and this calculation was 
":::::::u 

oo the prosram at

regularstagesuntílseveralsuccessiveestimates\^Iereinagree-
ment to within the accuracY desired'

Radial Dependence of Local Density

Thelocaldensityforanyregionofthecylinderisthe
proportionofthevolumeoftheregionoccupiedbysp}teresor
parts of spheres' A quantity of interest which Ïras been

measuredexperimentally(Z)forsomepackingsist}relocal
densityp(r)ofcylind.ricalshellsofthicknessörco.axial
with the cylinder in wirich the spheres are packed' From

samplesof2000spheressufficientdatacanbeaccumulated
togivereliablestatisticsforthislocaldensityasafunc.
tionoftheradiusoftheshellsr.orabouttwoballdiameters
distancefromthewallsofthecylinderandfoxacylinder
of diameter 2O'L units this curve is shown in Fig' 3' For

shells nearer to tÏre axis of the cylinder too few spheres are

presentforthecurvetodisplayanythingmorethanrandom
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fluctuations- Near the wall. however, the oscillatory behavior

associatedwiththeorderingofthespheresisclearlySeen
with the fÍrst maximum at a distance of' o.7 units and ttre first

minimum at I.l units. The second maximum and minimum are

clearly visible but their positions cannot be clearly determined'

The second maxímum, ho\,Vever, certainly falls between I.4 and L.6

units distance from the wall. The curve in Fig' 3 is taken

from a configuration produced using the optimum single packing

model but the same shape is evidenced with the random single

packingmodel.Itisapparentthatmorereliablecurvescan
be obtained but larger samples of spheres must be studied in

order to do so.

The integrated radial density i (r) defined by

nëI1t
õ (r) = *z i r'p (r') dr'

a'-r' 'r

in cylinders of radius t a t \^/as also measured by Benenati et al

(7) . Ttre experimental curve for cylinders of diameter 20 '3

units is compared in Fig. 4 with the curve for the optimum

singlepackedmodel.Thedifferenceshowsclearlythatthe
experimentalpackingwasfarmorestronglyorderednearthe
cylinder walls than is the case for the single packing model

studied.

Distribution of First Neighbors

The mr:tual coordination of packings of spheres has been

studied by Berna.I and. Mason (4) who measured for a number of

spheresinaconfigurationt}renumberofpointsofcontact
with neighboring spheres by a very tedious process' This

distributionofneigtrborsissimpletodetermineforthe
configurations generated by the NOMOSS program' This dis-

tribution is given in Table 2 f.or i-.wo samples of optimum
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single packing and' one sample of randon single packing' The

difference in means between the two samples is not statisti-

callysignificantatanylevela:rdbecauseofttrewid.edíf-
ference in densities produced by the two rnodels it may be

reasonable to assume that the form of the distribution will

be mainrained ror more closerv packed 
;onrrøfr::::":,: 

rhe

meansfoundforthesesamplesarenotinconsistentwiththe
distributionsreportedbyBernalandMasonforclosecontact
and also given in Table 2'
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Sphere diameter = 1.0 unit.

Table 1

ackÍng
-È4odeI

Diameter o
cylinder*

Number of Spheres rn
Final Configuration

Asymptotic
D,ensity

landorn

Single

Packing

5.6

I0 .0

30 .0

l-9

19

I8

974

300

327

.528

.558

. s8I

)ptimum

SingJ-e

Packing

5.6

10 .0

20.I

30.0

11, 897

l-9,923

17,797

29 . O34

544

57L

588

593
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Table 2

Distribution of number of contacts

with neighboring sPheres

Theoretical ModeIs Experi:nental Assemblies

Random Close
Packin

Number of Contacts

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

Number of sPheres

Mean Number of con-
tacts

Standard deviation

L7

138

315

L7A

32

2

6A2

6.11

.88

16

150

304

I74

37

68r

6. r0

.88

L4

L20

23r

118

25

3

5lt

6.05

.91

2L

7A

t2a

108

57

24

4

5.45

1.3

5

13

72

L32

133

95

22

4

476

6.6L

1.3

Random SingleOptimum Single
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